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THE CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET IS NOW
WORTH MORE THAN $1 TRILLION
by Liam Frost, writing for DeCrypt
The total market capitalization—or the combined price of all cryptocurrencies currently
in circulation—has just broken above $1 trillion, CoinGecko's data has shown. While it’s
hard to say whether those are all cryptocurrencies in existence, this is another major
milestone for the 6,124 digital assets that the platform tracks. Unsurprisingly, Bitcoin is
the absolute leader in terms of its $674 billion market cap, sucking up two-thirds of the
market. Ethereum is ranked second, with a market cap of $135 billion
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as nodes on blockchain networks to make, store, and validate payments. In the

by Kirill Bryanov, writing

federal banking regulator’s interpretive letter, the OCC confirmed that federally

for Cointelegraph

OCC SAYS US BANKS CAN USE BLOCKCHAINS
AND STABLECOINS IN BANK PAYMENTS
by Lucas Cacioli, writing for Blockchain News
According to the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) on Monday,

regulated banks could participate in blockchain networks known as “independent
node verification networks (INVNs)” and use stablecoins.

Propelled by Bitcoin’s
record-breaking rally,
the crypto industry is

BITCOIN MINERS BROUGHT IN $692 MILLION IN
REVENUE DURING DECEMBER
by Michael McSweeney, writing for The Block Crypto
Bitcoin miners brought in nearly $700 million in revenue in December,
according to data collected by The Block Research. Of the $692.32 million in
reported monthly revenue, $68.3 million came in the form of transaction fees.

seeing off 2020 with
flying colors. Amid all
the tumult of this
unprecedented moment
in history, the digital
asset space seems to have
proven its resilience,
making a solid case for
becoming a safe haven in
an increasingly uncertain
world.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
In this episode of Unchained
podcast, host Laura Shin
discusses with the panel
guests about CBDCs, what

HOW LARGE-SCALE BITCOIN MINING IS
DRIVING CLEAN ENERGY INNOVATION
by Marco Streng, writing for Bitcoin Magazine
Energy consumption from Bitcoin mining is massive, and people are taking

problem they solve, whether

notice. The increases have been scaling fast, with mining energy usage quickly

the should be open-source

surpassing the totals of small countries. And many see this ever-increasing

and many other topics.

carbon footprint as a threat to climate change. But it’s no threat. In fact,

Listen to the podcast here.

increasing energy usage might save the plant.

CANAAN RELEASES LIQUID-COOLED
A1066I BITCOIN MINER
by Andrey Shevchenko, writing for Cointelegraph
Canaan, one of the earliest manufacturers of Bitcoin (BTC) ASIC miners, has
released the Avalon Immersion Cooling Miner A1066I, a device designed to be
liquid-cooled. Unlike traditional air-cooled devices and common types of liquid
cooling for enthusiast PCs, the A1066I’s electrical components are submerged in
a special dielectric fluid that carries heat away directly from the boards.

PRO FOOTBALL
STAR RECEIVES
HALF OF HIS $13
MILLION SALARY
IN BITCOIN

BITCOIN CONTINUES TO LEAVE EXCHANGES,
OVER 87,900 BTC WITHDRAWN IN 30 DAYS
by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com
Despite the Bitcoin price high, there continues to be a massive exodus of Bitcoin

by Kevin Helms, writing for

leaving exchanges. Onchain data shows exchanges are being drained like a sieve

Bitcoin.com

and during the last 30 days, 87,954 Bitcoin was withdrawn from the top crypto

Carolina Panthers offensive

trading platforms.

lineman Russell Okung paid
in BTC after almost two years
of requests. The Panthers is
reportedly diverting half of
his $13 million salary to the

KENYA EXPECTS TO EARN $46 MILLION
AS NEW CRYPTO TAX COMES INTO FORCE

Strike wallet, which converts
the payment into Bitcoin for
Okung.

by Jeffrey Gogo, writing for Bitcoin.com
The Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) is expecting to earn up to 5 billion Kenyan

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

shillings ($45.5 million) during the first half of 2020 from a new tax that targets
cryptocurrency exchanges and other online services, according to a top KRA official.
First proposed in August 2020, the digital service tax (DST) came into force on Jan. 2
amid concerns over implementation. The tax is charged at the rate of 1.5% on gross
transaction value with every crypto sale.

